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FINAL REPORT 
"ANALYSIS m' DATA FROM THE LOCKHEED EXPERIMENT ON ATS-5" 
Contract NASH 2656. 
This is a final report of a program for the analysis of the data from 
the Lockheed Experiment on ATS-5. The principal results of this study 
are contained in three publications which are in various stages of 
publication. 
1. "A Relationship between Synchronous-Altitude Electron Fluxes and 
the Auroral Ele.:!trojet," by R. D. Sharp, E. G. Shelley, and G. 
Rostoke;r, published in the Journal of Geophirsical Research, Vol. 
80, p. 2319, 1975. 
2. 
3. 
"Coordinated ATS-5 Electron Flux and Simultaneous AU1'oral Ob8erv-
ations," by S. B. Mende and E. G. Shelley, submitted to the Jour-
nal of Geophysical Research, 1975. 
"ATS-5 Observations of Plasma Sheet Particles before the Expansion-
Phase Onset," by K. Fujii, A. Nishida, R. D. Sh'lrp, and E. G. 
Shelley, submitted to Planetary and Space Sciences, 1975. 
In addition, two invited papers were presented at the Topical Conference 
on Electrodynamics of Sub storms and Magnetic Sto~ms, Bryce Hountain, Vir-
ginia, June 11-14, 1974. 
1. "A Comprehensive Study of Substorm Sequences on September B, 1969," 
by G. Rostoker, S.-I. Akasofu, H. Fukunishi, E. \II. Hones, Jr., L. cT. 
Lanzerotti, C. G. MaclennaB, R. L. McPherron, R. D. Sharp, and R. G. 
Wiens. 
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2. Simultaneous Observations of Synchronous-Altitude Pal'ticle Fluxes 
and the Auroral Electrojet," bil R. D. Sharp, E. G. Shelley, and 
G. Rostoker. 
The abstracts of these invited papers were published in EOS, Vol. 55, 
pages 988 and 1013, 1974. Copies of the three.publications and the 
abstracts of the t>lO invited papers are inclilded in the Appendices. 
In addition to' the published results descl'ibed above, we have also pro-
vided data to several investigators >lith whom He are cooperating on the 
study of various other events. These include Dr. E. 1-1. Hones of Lns 
Alamos Scientific Laboratory, Prof. R. H. Eather of Boston College, Dr. 
S. B. Mende of Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory, and ~h'. T. lInches 
of the University of Alberta. Mr. Hughes is utilizing the results of 
ou" cooperative study for his Ph.D. thesis lmder Professor Gordon Rcstoker 
and selected results from this \'1Ork are also expected to be submitted for 
. publication. 
?v 
R. D. Sharp, Principal Investigator 
Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory 
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BRIEF REPORT 
A RELATIONSHIP BETI'lEEN SYNCHRONOUS-ALTITUDE 
ELECTRON FLUXES .lIND TIIE AURORAL ELECTROJET 
By 
R. D. Sharp and E. G. Shelley 
Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory 
Palo' Alto, California 94304 
And 
G. Rostoker 
The University of Alberta 
Edmonton 7, Alberta, Canada 
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Simultaneous observation~during four sub storms are reported from the 
·1 __ _ 
Lockheed auroral particle spectrometer on ATS-5 and the University of Alber
ta 
meridian magnetometer chain. During the fOl1r events studied, there was a 
good correlation between the magnitude of the ti'apped electron fluxes in th
e 
energy range from 1.8 to 53 keY and the magnitude of the electrojet current 
as measured by a station in the magnetometer chain at a latitude close to 
that expected for t~e ATS conjugate point. A model electrojet is constructed 
based on the work of Coroniti and Kennel [1972J which gives a good absolute 
agT~ement between the two measUred quantities. The results are consistent
 
with the convection electric field remaining apprQximately; constant during 
a substantial portion of each of the sub storms studied. The temporal vari
a-
tions of the electrojet were apparently controlled by conductivity changes 
. . . 
in the ionosphere as det'ermined by the precipitating a.uroral electrons. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In the course of a cooperative study of the data from the Locyj]eed 
auroral particle spectrometer on ATS-5 and the University of Alberta meridian 
magnetometer chain in central Canada, an interesting quantitative relatioll-
ship was discovered between the magnitude of the auroral electrojet and the 
character of the electron fluxes at ATS. This report \fill.focus on this 
relationship. We will show data from the midnight sector during the expansive 
phases of four sub storms' • More complete descriptions of these events have 
been presented by Kisabeth and Rostoker [1971, 1974], Kisabeth [1972], and 
Rostoker et a1. [1974]. 
The Lockheed auroral particle experiment measures electrons ancl protons 
in the range from about 1-50 keV. The spectrometer and thp. data analysis pro-
ceilures utilized to obtain the ambient plasma properties have been described 
by Sharp et a1. [1971, 1970J, Shelley et a1. [i971]. and !-rende et a1. [1972J. 
The spectrometer is oriented along the spin axis of ·the spacecraft and was 
sampling trappe<!l particles with equatorial pitch angles in the ran<.;'; from 
about 200 to 500 during the events studied here. 
The foot of the field line passing through ATS-5 ma.ps i.r,to central 
. Canada near Lynn Lake, Saskatchewan, which is about 15~ east. of the rnagneto-
meter chain. 'fhe four events to be described are the only events so far 
analyzed and were selected on the basis of substantial electro.jet currents 1;i th 
a considerable longitudinal extent (based on the ground mac;netometer data) in 
order to minimize the uncertainties arising from this longitudinal separation. 
Local midnight at the -satellite is approximately 0700 UT. 
41"'\ 
-~~,:) 
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RESULTS 
We first consider the substorm of 1 September 1970 [Kis[li)eth and Rostol,er, 
1974J. The time of onset of the expansive phase of the subnl,ol'm "as d"i;ermined 
to be 0654 from the ground-based data. The onset occurr"u at 61tO invariant 
latitude which is equatorward of the nominal location of the ATS-5 field line 
as determined from average models of the geomagnetic fi"ld [Fairfield, 19613J. 
There were no significant effects observed in the particle] data at ATS ,,10 th." 
time of onset [Rostoker et a1., 1974J. The initial increase "as observed in 
all electron channels simultaneously at 0658. We infer from this lack of energ,' 
dispersion that the flux increase "as not due to a longitudinally drifting plasma 
cloud intercepting the spacecraft but resulted from a radial motion or a local 
ac.celeration. 
The principle effect observed in the ground data durinG tile IJcl'iod bu-
tween the onset of the sub storm and the observed flux increase at ATS-5 was a 
pole"ard propagation of the disturbance. The northern border reached 66_1/20 
invariant latitude at the time of the flux increase and a plausible interpret a-
tion of this is that a radially out~lard propagating d:i:sturbance had intercepted 
the spacecraft at this time [Rostoker et a1., 1974 J. 
This establishes the location of the ATS field line at this point in the 
substorm. We now examine the time dependence of the electrojet at th is lc)Catjoll . 
. The upper panel of Fig. 1 sho"s the variation in the ltori:;olltal c"mpOllellt or 1011" 
geomagnetic field at the closest station in the magnet'ometer chain O'ort Chipe,;yan, 
invariant. latitude = 66.5°) .We see a generally increasing vrestward electrojet 
in the per.iod after the onset of the substorm, reaching its maximum value at 
about 0705. The lower panels of Fig. '1 show the characteristics of the' electron 
r 
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fluxes at ATS in the range from 1.8 to 53 keY during this peri.od. The onmi-
directional energy flux under the assumption of isotropy and th" averaGe 
electron energy (flux weighted average) are illustrated. One 8(365 that the 
flux is generally increasing in intensity and hardness and reaches a plateau 
in both these parameters at about the same time as the plateau in the electro jet 
current is achieved. This suggests the possibility of a quantitative relation-
ship between these parameters. A detailed model is required in order to test 
this hypothesis. 
The model electrojet we have utilized is based on the vIOl'};: of' Coroniti 
and Kennel [1972J. It assumes a primary, quasi-constant westl-lard electric 
field (the convection field) which drives a north,lard Hall current in the 
ionosphere. This Hall current closes with field. alligned currents "J1ich are 
interrupted when they exceed the threshold for electrostatic "Iav.; instabilities. 
The lower ionosphere then polarizes creating a southward electri.c i'i01d whose 
Pederson current balances the northward Hall cUl'rent. This is the sout),,;ard 
field which is the commonly observed feature of the breah-up phase of the sub-
storm. It derives from, and is proportional to, the primary convection field. 
The large Hall current driven by this southward field is the principal contri~ 
butor to the westward electrojet. In the limit of ver,Y large field-aligned 
resistivity, the electrojet current density I is given by y 
where Ey is the westward convection field, and Zp and 111 are the height-inte-
grated Pederson and Hall conductivities, respectively. In this limit, the 
J 
r 
J 
enhanced electrojet current is referred to as a COViling currellt and the 
quantity in brackets is known as the COIding conductiYity, 2::. It can be 
, c 
calculated from the precipitating energetic electron spectrum which lie cun 
estimate from the measured trapped electrons at ATS. 
The conductivity at an altitude z,cr(z), is proportional to the electron 
density n(z). Under equlibrium conditions 
n{z) 
where Q'(z) = the recombination coefficient and <;t(z) = the ionization rute 
due to the primary energetic electrons. For n{ z) we use'the results of 
Cladis et a1. [1973J who calculated elec.t'. on density profiles for a series of 
primary energetic electron spectrums of the form 
J(E) = A E exp (-E/E ) 
o 
where J{E) is the electron differential number flux, E is the electron energy 
and Eo is an energy parameter. This distribution has a peak intensity at 
energy Eo and an average energy E e<;tual to 2E
o
' The calcul"ticms "/ere 'performed 
with the Lockheed computer' program AURORA which computes, the energy deposition 
of the primary beam as a function of altitude. The theoretical basis for this 
program has been described by Walt et a1. [1968J. It solves the appropriate 
Fokker-Planck diffusion e<;tuation numerically taking into <'.ccount atmospheric 
scattering, ,electron energy loss 'and the mirroring effect of the geoIlliJbnetic 
field. An isotropic pitch-angle distribution was assumed and experimental values 
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of a(z) were utiUzed. These a(z) values are ~u1ilm~ri~()d in l'iatt ct ai. [1:/;;\] 
by the solid curve in their Fi[lure '10. The model atmo8l!hc,re used. was that of 
Anderson and Francis [1966]. 
The Pederson and Hall conductivities er(z) = k(z),,(z) w',r" "ah,ul"L"ci b,Y 
Cladi.s et a1. [1974] utilizin[l the method of Kennel anu R,:es [l')'7.2j. From 
their results, and the electron density profiles. the hei[lht-inte[lratcd Hall 
and Pederson conductivities can be compL1.ted as a function of 
f( q(Z, Eo))1/2 E = a(~)' k(z) dz 
Since the ioniZation source term q(z.E
o
) is proportional (,0 the total 
precipitated energy flux of the primary spectrum ~ = nSp, ,T(E).dE, "'8 can write 
q( z,E ) = ~. f( z,E ) and the quantity 
o 0 
is only a function of E • 
o 
sion at several values of 
.,p./,1/2 and "j{/,1/2 It· f ."' '"' > '-' > 'Tere eva ua 'eQ ram "G"U expres-
I/,) 
E and combined as indicated above t(l yield >: /~ ~ "-. 
o c 
A plot of this quantity versus the average energy of the primary elec trOll spoJc-
trum, E, is given in Figure 2. 
For the purposes of this comparison we have appl"oximated.p "nd E by the 
I , 
measured valu.es at ATS in the energy range from 1.8 to 53 keV. This effectively 
assumes that strong pitch-angle diffusion results in an isotopic pitch-angle 
distribution throughout this period. From the measurements, ta1wn every 5.1 
seconds, we have computed the energy flux and the average energy as described 
in the Appendix of Mende et a1. [1972J. Then by interpolating in l'igure 2, ,'Ie 
i E 
w , 
• ',:> , ( 
-~ 
l 
,/ 
, 
( 
•• -- - -_., >.-
\ L 
obtained I:. In order to further calculate the perturbation in tile horizontal 
c 
component of the geomagnetic field'to c'ompare with the . ground-based magnetometer 
observations we need to assume a model current system and a value for the convec-
tion electric field. We utilized the current system of Bonnev;'"r at al. [19'70 ] 
:t:or a conducting earth below a depth of 100 km with the arbitrary parameters of 
a 50 latitudinal width, and a· 200 longitudinal extent. Vie assumed this system. 
was centered on the magnetometer station· of interest. We further assumed a 
constant westward electric field over the period of the sub storm and used the , 
strength of that field as a free parameter to fit the model calculation to the 
observed magnetometer data. 
The ,5-degree latitudinal width is reasonably representative of the cases 
studied. Also, during these four events the magnetometer station with which 
we ·made the comparison was usually wi thin the full width. at half maximum of the 
experimentally determined latitudinal profile of MI, in Wllich case for a 
latitudinally traiform electrojet the corrections for the fact that the actual 
electrojet was not necessarily centered on this station are less than a factor 
of 2. For this·simplified model no attempt has been made to put in a time 
dependence for the electrojet width,nor a latitude dependence to the cUl'rent 
density. 
The assumption that the precipitating electron flux can be approximated 
by the measured trapped flux at ATS involves tw'o factors. The ftrst is isotropy 
of the equatorial pitch angle distribution including the loss con0. 1'his is 
probably a reasonably.good approximation especially during the· expansive phase 
of ' the sutstorm. Although there are notable exceptions, the majority of 
low altitude rocket and satellite measurements report approximate isotropy 
for the pitch angle distribution of auroral electrons during the more intense 
DRIGINAL l' A.GE 15 OFl'OORQU~ 
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precipitation events [Whalen and McDiarmid, 1969; Craven, 1970; Paschmanri et a1., 
1972]. Recent results from the ATS-6 satellite (C~ McIlwain, private communica-
·tion) indicate that sharply field-.a.ligned electron fluxes are occasionally observed 
at synchronous altitude. At this time, however, their typical energies" frequency 
of occurrence and relationship to the substorm expansive phase have not been deter~ 
mined. The second factor is the possibility·of various mechanisms operating on the 
electrons ,as they travel between the equator and the ionosphere. There is consid-
erable evidence building up that such processes can occasionally be important [Evans, 
1969, 1974; Sharp et a1., 1971; Block 1972J.. In neither of these areas is the 
available data sufficiently extensive to allow for a quantitativGcorrection to the 
present calculation, particularly since, as noted above, the effects are probably 
dependent upon the suhstorm phase. Thus, in the spirit of a simplified model for a 
first iteration comparison, we will negle.ct such effects in the present work. 
An estimate of the proton contribution to the conductivity during these events 
was made on the basis of the measured j?roton flnxes. It was typically of the order 
of lrJ'/o and was neglected in the present analysis. Refinements in the model should 
also account for the, probable systematic latitudinal motion of the ATS conjugate 
point during the suhstorm as well as variations in the location .and width of the 
entire electrojet relative to 'the conjugate point magnetometer. 
The results for the sub storm on September 1, 1970 are shown in Figure 3. 
There is surprisingly good agreement in. the shapes of the two curves. The nor.mal-
ization yields an effective westward electric field value of about 10 mV/m. 
Also shown in Figure 3 is the interesting temporal correspondence between the 
period of increasing electrojet current and the period of decreasing indlination 
of the geomagnetic field • This in.clination change is a commonly observed signature 
of the expansive phase of sub storms and marks the reconfiguration of the magneto-
".,'-'-
<~ 
"r l 
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tail field from a tail-like to a more dipole-like geometry. It provides further 
evidence that we are in the inject:!-on ~!lctor of the sub storm and that the observed 
particle increases are not the result of a longitudinally drifting cloud. 
The next three figures (4, 5, and 6) show Similar comparisons for the other 
three events studied. All show substantial evidence for a quantitative relation-
ship c~tween the ATS energeti~ electron fluxes and thp. magnitude of the westward 
auroral electrojet during the time period after the onset of the expansive phase. 
On day 166, 1970 (see Figure 4) the best fit ~Ias obtained with the station at 
"'r, = 64.50 vlhich was closest to the latitude at which the sub storm was initiated 
in the Alberta sector so that the data from that station (Fort McMurray) were 
utilized. The model curve was calculated for an electric field of 7.3 mV!m. One 
sees that there is rather good agreement between the observations and the model 
predictions for the first 45 minutes after onset, with increasing deviations at 
later times as the region of maximum disturbance moves further away from the Al-
berta line and the foot of the ATS-5 field line. Figure 5 shows the results for 
day 183, 1970; the model'curve assumes an.electric field of 8.1 mV/m. There is 
good agre<:,ment between. the model calculations and observations for a 45_minute 
period.over the major portion of the event. It is interesting to note that in· 
the period before 0648 UT, there is some disagreement between the observations 
and' model'calculations with the model predicting higher electrojet strength. 
This is perhaps understandable in terms of the fact that this pal'ticular snbstorm 
was initiated to the east of the Alberts. line, and the westward surge did not 
. arrive at the station line until 0643 UT. Thus, in the initial stages of the 
sub storm , there was no westward current flow over the station line and the mag-
netometers recorded the distant effect of currents to the east. The magnetometers 
WOUld, therefore, tend to underestimate the strength of the auroralelectrojet flow 
at the iongitude of the ATS-5 field line during these eal'ly stages of. the substorm. 
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The data on day 195, 1970, are compared 11ith a model curve calculated for an 
electric field of 5.9 mV/m in Figu!e 6. The data in this case appear to be less 
well fit by the model than the other three days presented in this study, although 
the gross features of the behavior of the electrojet are roughly reproduced. The 
major deviation from the model prediction is the dip in observed negative [\H at 
~ 0825 UT; howeve!I', it is important to point out that this dip is associated with 
the development of a surge form over the station line to the north of 66.50 • The 
positive Ali perturbation which is known to dominate the region equatol'ward of the 
surge [Akasofu et a1.', 1956; Kisabeth and Bostol,er, 1973J is thus probably respons-
ible for the obsel'ved decrease in negative ~H at 0825 UT. 
CONCLUSIONS 
These are relatively new results and this is in the natL1l'e of a progre.ss re-
port. Further refinements to the model aud the examiuation of additional events 
will be undertaken. Our conclusions at this point are that these l'esults sUPPOl't 
the model of Coroniti al1d j{el1l1el [1972J, at least fol' Url'ited pel'iods 'of time 
around local midnight during substornis. The results are consistent with ~ qua~i-
const.ant e;Lectric field averaged over the sensitivity l'egion of the magnetometer 
.. . --
with which the comparison was made for a substantial portion of each of the sub-
storms studied. The principal temporal variation's in the electrojet during these 
periods were apparently due to conductivity changes resulting from var.iations in 
the electron fluxes. This agrees with the results of Moz.e.r L1971J and l}url1ett and 
AkaSofU b.974]. Brekke et 13.1. [1974J on the other hand show examples of sub storms 
in which significant variations in the west,jard electric field were observed. The 
results reported here also imply strong (or at least constant) pitch-angle diffusion 
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over the period of the expansive phases of the sub storms studied. The effective 
westward electr,ic ;field values obt~inecl. by the normalization of the model calcula-
tion to the observed electrojet are within the range of values determined by other 
techniques [Mozer, 1971; Baerendel, 1972J. 
If future studies confirm that during most substorms the electrbjet can gen-
erally be represented by such a simple model, then the possibility arises of the 
nlDre extensive application of this technique to the measurement of electric fields. 
Measurements of 4278A. and- 6300A emissions with a scanning photometer could be used 
to estimate the parameters ~ and iii as is done; for example, by Mende and Eather 
[1972]. -If these data were obtained in conjunction with a sufficiently densely-
spaced meridian magnetometer chain to allow the simultaneous determination of the 
electrojei; width and intenSity, then continuous electric field measurements might 
be possible over more extended spatial regions and time periods than are attain-
able by present techniques. One would expect occasional errors in detail from 
this method for the .variety of reasons discussed above. H9wever, statistically 
useful data for morphological studies might be obtainable on a long-term basis in 
this way. 
1 
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FIGUP.E CAPrIONS 
Magnetometer data from ]'ort ChipCVlYUIl. Can:Jtln ~ Hwl Nl'U -~ t 'lL~t't ron 
flux measurements on September 1, 1970. The magnetograms for this 
day originally appeared in Kisabeth and Rostoker, 1i974 J . 
Cowling conductivity per unit energy flux to the one half p01,,,r as 
a function of the· average energy of the.precipitating electrons. 
Lower panel: Model electrojet for a Vlestward electric field of 
9.9 mv/m compared Vlith the magnetometer data of Figure 1. 
Upper panel: The direction of the magnetic field at ATS-5. Data 
courtesy of T. Skillman. 
Data for June 15; 1970 in a format similar to Figure 3. The 
assumed westward electric field ,/as 7.2 mV /m. ·Tlle magnetograms 
for this day originally appeared in Kisab"th 8.ud Rostoker, [197:0· 
Data for July 2, 1970 in a format similar to Figure 3. The 
assumed westward electric field was .8.1 mV/m. The magnetograms 
for this day originally appeared in Ki~abeth and Rostoker,C197:Q.· 
Data for July 14, 1970 in a format similar to Figure 3. The 
assumed westward electric field was 5;9 mV/m. The magnetogrllms 
for this day originally appeared in Kisabeth [1972]. 
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ABSTRACT 
All Sky Cameras (ASCA) observations were made at the field line conju-
gate of the ATS-5 Satellite. The field of vie" of' these cameras covered the 
region of the magnetosphere from L=5 to L=ll at the approximate longitude of 
the ATS field line conjugate. With this coverage, definite statements can be 
made concerning the correlation of the auroras observed by the ABCA's and 
the magnetospheric trapped fluxes. In general, auroral forms are not simply 
correlated with .the synchronous altitude electron fluxes. The presence of 
hot plasma at th'.e ATS-5 satellite is a necessary but not sufficient condition 
for the occurrence of local auroras. On 'luiet days the hot plasma does not 
penetrate into the magnetosphere far enough to reach the ATS-5 orbit. Under 
these conditions no auroras are observed at the field line conjugate, but 
auroras are usually observed on higher latitude field lines. 
On more disturbed days, auroral al'CS are observed at Im-Iel' latitudes 
",hell the plasma sheet penetl'ates into the ATS-5 orbit. Signi-
ficant 'lualitative correlation bc·t1fcen the ASCA data and 'Lho· trapped fluxes 
·can be observed when a local plasma injection event occurs near ATS-5. The 
clearest signature of the injection ·event is ma.gnetic and is most pronounced 
as a recovery of a negative bay in the north-south component of the field 
at the ATS-5. The J,.ocal injection generally produces a break-up event and 
sometimes a westward traveling surge. However, the most significant correla-
tions are observed with the intensification of the diffuse uniform glow 1{hich 
intensifies during the injection event. 
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IN']'RODUCTION 
Synchronous altitude satelLites offer a unique opportunity to con-
tinuously monitor the energetic'particles and compare the fluxes with the 
ground phenomena at the field line conjugate. There have been a number of 
studies us'ing ground-based measurements and experiments on-board the ATS 
satellites to investigate the phenomena occurring at the region of the magneto-
sphere near L = 6.6 (Freeman and Maguire, 1967; Lanzerotti at al., 1967; 
Ffitzer and Winkler, 1969;Lezniak and HinkleI', 1970; Cummings et al., 1968; 
DeForest and McIl'Wain, 1971; McIlwain, 1972). 
Individual allroral substorm events were s'tudied b'y Hones et al. (1971) 
and Mende et al. (1972). Each of these studies <examined an individual sub storm 
using a broad data base including ATS-5 satellite measurements and ground 
observatiops in an attempt to understand the specific mechanisms "hich were 
responsible for the production of sub storms. 
Akasofu et al. (197LJ) addressed the specific question of the relationship 
bet"een plasnia measurements on the ATS-5 satellite and auroral displays near 
the foot of the ATS-5 field line. This study was based on the ATS-5 plasma 
detector (UCSD) and the Dominion Observatory all sky cameras operated at Great 
Whale River. The field of view of the Great vlhale Rivel' all sky camera does 
not cover the projected ATS-5 field line co,!jugate, and this resulted in a funda-
mental difficulty in dra,nng detailed conclusions as to ,-,hether or not specific 
local auroral . forms ''7ere correlated 1nt.h the synchronous altitude plas1lla 
observations. 
In this paper we are investigating the correlation of ATS-5 
plasma data "ith all sky camera data taken at Thompson and Gillam" Manitoba. 
The fields of view fTom bo'l.;h of these stations cover the projected field line 
position of the ATS-5,including Teasonable dynamic changes in field configuxation 
(see Figure 1). The concentric rings around the station represent the 
complJ.ter generat.ed latitude, longitude loci of the llO km altitllde 
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points corresponding to zenith viewing angles of J5, 30, 115, 60 and 7')0. ~'he 
computed position of the ATS-5 field line (GSFC ,12-66 field model) is also 
shown on this figlU'e as an elQngat,ed rectangle (which allows for the longitu-
dinal drift of the satellite through the period covered by this discussion). 
Based on the same field model we have calcu.lated the L value and lines 
of constant L have been superimposed. Thus, the combined all slW crullera 
field of view fl'om Thompson, Gillam and ]'ort ChlU'chill include the L value 
range of 5 to 11. In this field model, the ATS-5 L value is 6. 9. The diurnal 
motion of the field is not expected to be more than about 1 0 in latitude 
(Fairfield, 1968). According to Fairfield and Ness (1970), just prior to a 
sub storm onset the field is stretched out tD1-1ard the tail on the nightside 
compared to the dipole-lil,e configltration. This results in an estimated 
additional ATS.5 conjugate point movement of about 10 in latitude. 'rhe 
present investigation of auroras at the conjugate point and particle data at 
synchronous altitude can be regarded as a 'search for a method of field line 
tracing using the auroral particles as tracers. Such data could then be 
used to test the validity of the field models and would enable us t6 derive 
a time dependent model during a sUbstonn. Unfortunately, although good corre-
lations between the auroras observed by the all slW cameras and the trapped 
synchronous fluxes are found in some cases, the relationship is not ,u'1ique. 
Recently, Sharp et al. (1975') have ShO'iffi that a quantitative relatMn-
ship exists between the synchronous altitude particle fluxes and the allroral 
electro jet current as measured at a ground-based station near the ATS-5 conju-
gate point during s)lbstorms. The explanation of Sharpet al. (1975) relates 
the electrojet to the trapped fluxes by means of the conductivity enhancement 
caused by the precipitating fluxes, thus presupposing that there is a definite 
relationship between pr,ecipitating and trapped fluxes. Thus, from their l'es,lIlt, 
one 'Would expect a close correlation bet\{een the 'trapped flu.:;-ses mcasUl'ed at 
ATS_5 and the auroras observed by the ASCA, because the aUl'oras observed by 
the ASCAarea manifestation of the precipitation. 
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In order to investigate .the correlation between the ~S-5 trapped 
fluxes and the auroras at the foot of· the ATS-5 field line, we have developed 
a techni9.ue for displaying the auroral intensity recorded by the all sky 
camera film as a function of time for selected locations. The techni9.ue 
involves the optic?l measurement of the film density at selected points on 
the all sky camera negative. These points on the film are on north-south 
lines and their position on the film plate is illustrated in Figure Al of the 
Appendix.· In this paper we only present the data from points on a north-south 
line closest to the ATS-5 meridian. Assuming a constant 110 km altitude for 
the aurora, the geographic position corresponding to these points are shown 
on Figure 1 by the large dots. In this paper we present ASCA time plots in 
which the photographic den~ity'is plotted as a function of time 1'01' these 
seven points. The ASCA time plot traces are presented in Figure 5, 8, 14, 
16 and 18. 'The traces are ordered with the most northerly location at the 
top. 
If the ATS-5 field line mapped to a fixed location in the ionosphere 
and the ATS-5 flux measurements Were representative of the precipitated flux, 
then one would expect that one of these t-races would be well correlated with 
the electron energy flux. The lliethod of producing the time plot traces is 
described in more detail in the Appendix. 
ANALYSIS 
As a starting ,pOint, we ,1111 examine the coordinated data available 
for 2 very <l.uiet days during which the A'£sc5 did not encountcr.significant electron 
flux enhancements. Since no auroras were observed at the conjugate point 
during these days, it is reasonable to conclude that the existence of energe-
tic particle fluxes at ATS-5 is a pre-condition for auroras to occur at 
the field line conjugate. 
Then, we will examine two days on which the ATS-5 did encounter signi-
ficant plasma enhancements as a result of discernible local injection events 
on the evening-side. In these cases, there is a correlation bet,;:een the ASCA 
data and the freshly arrived plasma at the satellite near the line of injection. 
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Finally, . 1'Ie ,rill examine someHhat more disturbed days on ,'hich the 
plasma enveloped the satellite at fairly early local times and significant 
auroral activity was observed in the ASCA data. Under these conditions 
the auroras are generally not "well correlated with the drifting plasma 
. clouds, bltt are correlated only ,lith freshly injected plasma. 
QUIFl' CONDrrrONS WITH }IO PLASHA INJECTIONS 
Figure 2 presents a typical quiet spectrogrrun f,rom the ATS-5 plasma 
I 
detector (DeForest and McIh'ain, 1971) for day LI.3, 1970. Day 38 (the spectrogrrun 
for day 38 shmred even less acti vi ty than that for day L13) and 43 "ere masnetically 
quiet days and there were no significant electron fluxes observed at ATS-5 
during the entire day. The ABCA ,'as operated at Thompson from about 04.11-5 
to 0845 liT. A careful study of the all sky . camera records for both of these 
days show no discernible auroral activity at Thompson. The clarity of the 
sky can be easily established from the all sl<y camera pictures by means of 
a star ·count. 
It is interesting to investigate -the extent of this aUl'Ol'a free rceion. 
All sky crunera coverage at Ft. Churchill began at around 0100 UT on day 38. 
A·fairly bright arc appeared around 0450 in a direction some"hat northwest 
to southeast located near the northern horizon. There was a discernible 
loop structure on the eastern side, it faded out as it moved south'·'ard and 
disappeared around 0514·. A single loop structure appeared on the ,;estern 
horizon at 0612.and an overhead zenith arc intensified. A fairly 
·bright structure persisted on the "estern horizon around 0648, it 
.intensified and finally appeared as an arc across the northern half Cif the 
sky. The night's aotivity culminated at 0720 ,·,hen the arc bro1,e up and only 
patchy structures remained. The sl<:y cleared around 0830 Vlith no additional 
auroral displays prior to twilight at 1220. 
On day 43, the all sl<y camera at Ft. Cl;mrchi11 vas operated fl'om 
0049 UT to about 1130 UT. The l"irst discernible auroral display appea:red 
around 0500 UT. It consisted of a zenith arc, slowly intensifying around 
0522. It disappeared at 05LIl in and reappeared very much more intenseLy 
at around 0615. The arc broke up around 0629 forming a loop at 
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around 0632. Tile aurora faded out and became very dim around 0650. An arc 
located sO/hewhat. south of the zenith appeared around 0736 showing multiple 
structure and intensification by OCl04. It' shifted towards the northern part 
of the sky and persisted through 0822 and formed a slight loop tOJ-,'ards the 
eastern side of the sky at 0836. A poleward shift took place slcil'lly between 
0836 and 0900. Small patchy strltctures appeared around 0929 nea.l' the zenith. 
Very diffused morning-type altroras ,Tere observed around 1107. Auroras re-
mained until' twilight, about 1201. HmTever, no auroral displays were observed 
in the vicinity of the ATS-5 conjugate point. 
In summary, both days 38 and 11.3 showed all the regular features of 
nightly auroral displa..vs, "ehe southward moving structures, the appearance 
of overhead features in the eal'l,y evening hours, the midnight altroral breakltp 
and ;l?he patchy diffuse displays following midnight. By comparison with more 
active days, one would predict that plasma injections were present on the field 
line above Ft. Churchill and if a satellite similar to ATS-5 could be f10vrn 
at the L value corresponding to Ft. Chltrchi11, i.e. at a geocentric distance 
of 8 or 9 earth radilts, then one would expect to find plasma clouds at this 
location. 
QUrur CONDITIONS WITH LOCAL PLAS!<LI\ TNJECTIONS 
In reviewing the all sky camera and simultaneous ATS-5 data on day 44 (Feb. 
13, 1970)(Mellde et a1., 1972), we foltnd that the first large plasma injec-
tion was simultaneous with a substorm occ1rrring aroltnd 0~30 UT and was 
associated with an auroral display. 
In Figure 3 we present a spectrogram of the UCSD plasma analyzer data 
for day 44. There are two distinct electron fl~x intens~fications at the 
satellite. The one already mentioned (0530UT) and another at around 0720 ill. In 
Figures 4· we present a collage of the ASUi\ pictures from Thompson 
and in Figure 5 the time' history plot (Appendix I) of the Thompson 
data are presented. The first flux intensification "hich 
SUddenly enveloped the satellite at 0530 correlates' vex;,' well 
with the auroral intensification as seen in the time history plots of 
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· Figure 5. This intensification ,/as uniform, extending all the Hay from the 
southern-most to the northern-most latitudes. 
Af'ter this initial substorm there was continued periodic auroral 
activity. For example, on the northern half of the sl<y down to the zenith 
over Thompson there was obvious activity between 06110 and 0710. However, 
there was no distinctive auroral activity at 0720 and thereafter when the 
second rapid flux intensification "as observed at the satellite. Examining 
the Thompson all sky camera photograp11s alone (Figure ll.), it TTOuld be rather 
difficult to derive any qualitative difference bet1-Teen the events occurrine; 
at 0530 and at 0~20. HNTever, followirig the interpretation of the ATS-5 plasma 
data by DeForest and McIlwain (1971), the 0530 event "Ias a local injection 
since the high ener[,'Y protons trace bacl, to the injection point· of 0530. 
The intensification at 0720 was due to an event which occul'l'ed a few minutes 
prior to the west of the satellite. This can be seen from the slight do'm-
ward slope of the dispersion trace of the electrons reaching the satellite 
at this time. Although this event occurred near the satellite, the absence 
of the protems and the slight sl01'e of the dispersion curve means that this 
was not truly a local injection event. Thus, the auroras generated simul-
taneously with the 0530 event resulted from the precipitation of electrons 
as they were being freshly inject~d into' the region containing the field lines 
associated with ATS-5. In contrast, the 0720 flux intensification resulted 
from a drifting plasma cloud in which there "/as insufficient pitch angle 
diffusion into the loss cone to maintain auroras "hich were detectable by 
the all sky camera. 
The difference bei;;leen the 0530 and 0720 events is also indicated by 
the behavior of the ATS w.agnetogram. The first event at 0530 was accompanied 
by 'the sudden recovery of the magnetic depression of the Bz (north-south) com-
ponent of the field at ATS. 'This was a configuration change (~lende et al., 
1971) since the plasma injection should riot result in a field rec9very; in 
fact, it ShOULd depress the field even further. There was no such magnetic 
field signature associated ;Qth one plasma cloud appearing at 0720; thus, 
there. was no sudden temporal cllange of the magnetospheric configuration. It 
should be noted that the ATS-5 was not in an iiltense flux region prior to 
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the'0530 event. In fact, it appears that the 0530 injection event covered 
a broad latitudinal region "hich included the A'fS-5 location. 
In Figure 6 we present, the "day 44 Thompson magne""ogram in an expanded time 
scale. It is noteworthy that the 0720 plasma event does indeed show up quite 
distinctly in this ground-based magnetogram and in fact is much cleE.rer than 
in the auroral data. This is consiste~t Hith the findings of Sharp et a1. (1975). 
On February 5, 1970 (Day 36), a Sill[l),e isolated event \fas observed in 
the all slry camera data (see ~'i[lure 7). Time plots of these ASCA dato 
are presented in Figure e. These plots illustrate the presence of a south-
ward moving arc starting around OlfOO and the sudden appearance of the central 
arc at around 0432 inunediately follmred by the bre'akup and onset. The local 
time at Thompson during this event \fas early evening and the direction of 
the local currents ,~as east_rd sho\fing a positive D-component just after Oll.30. 
This event is not particularly evident in ehe H-component at Thompsor.; hmrever, 
it does sho\f the commencement of the local aC'i;ivity at about 0430. The posi-
tive D-component could be interpreted as an upHard Inoving field aligned 
Birkeland current north of the sta.tion. The H-components from the selected 
polar stations show a maximum at Churchill at 0430, which is in ,a[ll'cclllellt 11i'Lh 
the center of the event being poleward of Thompson and ou.tside of ATS-5. A 
significant field recovery at ATS-5 was observed to coincide 11i th this event. 
In Figure, 9 1fe shmr the Locldleed A'rS-5 plasma data. (The 
plasma properties were derived as per the Appendi.1C of Mende et al., 
1972 . ) We can see that the ATS-5 energy i'lux climbs ver:r slmfly 
:reaching a maximu.m level at 0500 or later. The electron fluxes 
observed at the satellite durirlg this evellt were extremely soft. The 
event _s accompanied by a magnetic reconfiguration signature, at ATS and 
by a moderate negative bay at Gt. 'ffuale River east of the station, and 
a strong nega,tive bay at Ft. Churchill north ()f the station. The 
sudden positive excursion of the D-compollen1; at the local station' 
indicates that the center of the event was possjbly pole;rard from 
the ATS-5 location., Nevertheless, We would classify this as a local 
injection event on the basis of field reconfigul'ation observed by 
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the ATS-5 magnetometer and it appears that the soft edge of the plasn~ 
sheet extended into the region of the ATS-5 satellite (Vasyliunas, 
1968; Shelley et a1., 1971; Mauk and McIlwain, 1973). This was 
accompanied by moderate breakup activity at the location of'the field 
line as seen in the all sky camera. 
ACTIVE CONDI'~'TONS. WITH WCAL PLASMA INJECTIONS 
As the auroral activity increas"s plasn~ injection events occur with 
increasing frequency and the ATS-5 satellite is fl'e'lUently enveloped by 
the drifting plasma from earlier injections. On day 326 (1969), a sudden 
commencement occurred 'at approximately 0250UT following a relatively quiet 
day. Significant magnetic activity continued after the sudden commencement 
. as indicated in the Ft. Churchill =gnetogram. 
Since tJle all sky cameras, operated at Thompson and Gillam, ,rere of 
the rapid run variety, film was conserveduy photographing .only at times 
near local midnight. All sky camera data acquisition began at 04'51 TIT on 
this day (Fig. 11). Some- :faint aurora emissions were evident even at this 
time; however, intense moonlight inhibited very sensitive all sky camera 
observations. A northern arc intensi:fied at around 0506 and disappeared 
about 0510. Some multiple. overhead arc structure ,las discernible around 
0520. A fairly intense auroral arc appeared near the nothern horizon at 
0551. The arc was 'iuit.e disturbed and traveled rapidly southward reaching 
the zenith by 0555. Another arc, southward of this arc, brightened to about 
0557 while the arc at the zenith faded. By 0559, a surge-like loop developed, 
moved westward, leaving the field of view by 0601. Note that this 
was a very. bright aurora. since it was comparable in intensity to the bright 
mOon which was also within the field of view. Additional folds fol101red 
the westward motion between 0602 and 0605. At this time a bright arc 
appeared in the southern half of the sl'Y "Ihile the, northern portion of the 
sky was filled with diffused patches of aurora. The arc moved slowly 
northward reaching the zenith by 0612. The display :faded around 0616. 
There was very little aurora activity discernible in the presence of the bright 
moonlight following this ~ime. 
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The auroral event which was observed at about 0600, the most intense 
up to that time, corresponded closely to the peak in the electron energy ~lux 
observed at ATS-5 (Fig. 12). .Thi~~ was probably a local particle injection 
event since it was accompanied by a recovery of the magnetic ~ield to a more 
dipole-like configuration as indicated by the ATS magnetogram (Fig. 10) at 
0600. 
In SUJ1l!l1B.ry, from the day 326 data talcen on November 22, 1969, >Ie can 
make the following deductions. The ATS entered a region of ·energetic magneto-
spheric plasma around 0~·00-OLI30. Auroras Were present in the sky in the 
following period, but these auroras >lere not related in any simple ,lay to the 
observed plasma at ATS. As has been pointed out (e.g. Alcasofu et al., 1974.), 
the auroras are far more dynamic than the trapped particle fl\uesobserved 
at synchronous altitude. The only time "hen auroras were simply correlated 
>lith the observed particle f11ues 1'las at times "hen there "as evidence for 
the· injection of fresh particles in the magnetosphere at the location oce 
the satellite associated with magnetic field configul'ation changes, such as 
the event observed at approximately 0600. 
The night of Nov. 9, 1969 (Day 313) ,ras discuss ed by Akasofu et I'll. 
(197~') based on the Gt. Whale ASCA camera data. This ,las a very disturbed 
night ·"ith a huge local injection occurring at around 0630. ASCA data "as 
also acquired at .Thompson starting at about 0630 UT. Although this \las rather 
late when a large substorm "as already in progress, the event is >lorth inves-
tigating in view of the strong correlation betw",en the ATS~5 electrons and 
the electrojet current throughout the period o~ several sub storms reported by 
Sharp et I'll. (1975). The ATS-5 electron, omni-energy flux is sho\ID in Figure 
13. The energy flux . increased significantly in the periodbetveen approxi-
mately 0500 a.nd 0730 UT reaching relative maxima at about 0613 and 0730 ur. 
The all sky camera data are 'presented as time intensity plots in Figure l~. 
The ASCA data "as~ essentially saturated bet\leen 0630 and 0700 corresponding 
to hundreds of ergs precipitation (see the omni-energy ~lu.x of the trapped 
particles J Fig. 13). From the ASCA data there is clearly a general decrease 
in auroral activity by about 0715 UT followed by a reintensification "hich 
culminated around ~0735-0740. Both' of these events are recognizable in the 
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magnetograms as'well as in the ATStr~pped fluxes.' In particular, the ATS 
magnetogram indicated a significant. recovery ,to a more dipole-like con-
figuration between 0610 and 0635 ... Also, at 0730, a small but distinct 
temporary recovery' is observed. 
.J. 
In sununar'Y, one obser'ves in these cases that the precipit,ated fluxes ;,hich 
have a br'oad spatial extent as observed in the ASCA data are temporally corre-
,lated with the trapped particle flu:-:es as measured at ATS-5. There is evidence 
from the ATS-5 magnetOIneter data that all of these events were temporal and 
that ATS-5 was observing particles which ;rere very recently injected into the 
inner magnetosphere. During the day 313 event, the bl'oad aw'orlll preCipitation 
was so intense that the ent-i,re frame of the ASCA was saturated and individual 
auroral forms were not discernIble if they were present. In contrast, this 
broad diffused auroral precipitation for the most commonly occurring intensity 
substonTIS :i.e near the all sJ<y camera threshold, and can only be brought out 
by the time plot techni~ue described in the ApP7ndix. 
, . ACTIVE CONDITIONS WITlfOUT LOCAL PLASMA INJECTION 
From the preceding discussions we have. seen that, at least under some 
conditions, the auroras observed on the field ,line "hich maps through the 
ATS-5 are well correlated with the trapped electron fluxes as observed at 
ATS-5. In order to complete our study of events in which we have coordinated 
ASCA and ATS-5 particle dat.a, '·Ie will r,eview a typical day (Otr5, 1970) during' 
which both distinct auroras and electron flux intensification events at ATS-5 
were observed but for which very poor correlation was'found bet'<Teen the' two 
sets of data. 
All sky camera observations began at Gillam at 0,')08 UT (Fig. 15). An 
auroral arc was present in the field of view north of the station. This arc 
moved steadily southward 'until 0350. At 0400, a multiple arc'structtrr'e 
appeared which developed into a looped configurati,on between 011,13 and 0425. 
The most intense structures developed north of the station at .0437. The sky 
was relatively clear of auroras by Ql.149 and remained so until 0513. 'Fresh 
activity started on the, norther!l horizon at 0523 and an arc' began to move south1fard. 
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The all sky camera coverage was continued 1nth the Thompson all sky 
cameras which came on at 01152 (Fig. 17). A southern arc was observed at 
. __ 1. 
0607 which. broke up into a rayed north-south aligned formation at 06119. 
Another pair of· arcs intensified at 0706. The nortlward arc moved eguatorward 
and at around 0730 it became a rayed structure. An intense surc;e type forma-
tion presented itself at 0757 towards the east, but never actually moved 
westward (Akasofu, 1968). After this relatively eventless period, auroral 
arcs and patches began to forIil at 0800 and continued until 0!l~5. The time 
plots for the Gillam and Thompson ASCA data are shown in Figures 16 and l!l 
respectively. 
The ATS-5 spectrogram of the UCSD plasma detector data for this day 
(day 4·5, 1970) is shown in Figure 19 and the electron olllni-energy flux derived 
from the Lockheed data is 'shown in Figure 20. The electron energy flux began 
to increase at approxlmately 01100 TIT. This initial flux increase was due to 
relatively soft electrons (see Figure 19) suggesting the entry of the satellite 
into the plasma sheet or into a westward drifting plasma cloud. The elec.tron 
flux continued to increase reaching a small local maximum at about 0430 and 
began to increase again at about 0450' reaching a broad maximum at about 0540. 
. Other maxima occurred at about 0620 and 0755. 
Comparing these times 1nth the times of signfficarrt auroral activity 
near the foot of' the ATS-5 field line descri.bed above, "e find very little de-
tailed correlation b,et1feen the two sets of data. The time of 1'lh1ch the initial 
rise in electron flux occurred did agree reasonably well with the time at Which 
the auroras first moved southward through the projected location of the ATS-5 
field line. Also, the small local maximwnin tlie electron energy flux at 
about 04.30 appears to be associated with the relatively broad enhanced auroral 
luminosity beginn:i,ng at about 0430 primarily north of the ATS-5 field line 
(see Figure 15). It is reasonable to assume tbat each of .the flux intensifica-
tions observed at ATS could be traced back to some specific substorm activity 
at some earlier time by the method of DeForest and ]v!cIlwain (1971); h,?wever, 
the purpose of the present study is to investigate the relationship between 
the instantaneous auroral luminosity and the associated trapped particle . 
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fluxes. From this standpoint Ve find the correlation throughout this period 
to be very poor. ·It shoUld be noted that t.his is consistent 1fith our observa-
tion in the previous events and also those of Sharp et al. (19T5) in that 
--
the ATS-5 magnetometer did not indicat.e a local reconfiguration of the tail 
field and thus these intensif'ications "ere not interpreted as local injection 
events. 
In summary, we find that during this active period there ;ras very poor 
correlation between the synchronous altitude trapped electron fluxes "hich 
were not due to local injection events and the corresponding auroral forms-
observed near the foot of the ATS-5 field line. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
We have inter-compared the trapped electron fluxes at the ATS-5 and the 
simultaneously measured auroral activity near the projected foo'G.of the ATS-5 
field line for several days of varying substorm activity. The comparison
s 
were facilitated by presenting the all sky camera data in the form of tim
e 
varying luminosity plots. \fe have fonnd that under certain conditions th
ere 
was a good correlation bet"een the two sets of data while under other co
ndi-
tions the data sets' were poorly correlated. 
Th.e ASCA observations of Alta-sofu. et al. (197l f) were made at one hour 
local time east of the calculated ATS-5 field line position. The fact th
at 
they observed auroral intensification coincident "ith plasma injection sho"s 
that on a broad scale the auroras are correlated nth the magnetospheric 
ATS-5 
(trapped) plasma. We also found that there was good correlation between auroral 
intensification which took place Over a broad latitudinal region and loc
al 
plasma injection events at ATS-5. It should be noted, however, -that part of 
the diffuse baclcground in the ASCA data may be due to other "chan direct 
particle preci,pitation only. Optical corrtamination from atmospheric and 
in-
strumental scattering from bright auroral features within the ASCA field 
of 
view will also produce a general background proportional to the overall a
uroral 
activity. 
It might also be anticipated that there would be a strong correlation 
between detailed variations in the trapped flux levels and small scale a
uroral 
features or arcs observed near the conjugate point of the flux measurements. 
The s.earch for such correlating was facilitated by the use of time-inten
sity 
plots for the ASCA data. Also, the use of data from 'multiple ASCA obser
vation 
sites made it certain that we covered the ATS-5 field line position includ
ing 
reasonable allowance for dynamic variations in position during sub storms.
 ,fe 
did not f:i:nd any indication of single auroral features or arcs being cor
related 
with the ATS-5 particle £luxes. 
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The presen"t results established reasonably well the lack of a detailed 
correlation .between the f:lne structure of the trapped plasma fluxes and the 
small scale auroral features .. Such a definitive statement could not he made 
I 
J 
by Akasofu et al. (1974) because at the one hour local t:lJlle offset b"etween their 
particle flux and auroral observations. 
The existence of trapped electron fluxes at ATS-5 appe8.1'S to be a 
neeessary condition for aUJ.'oral activity ix! the vicinity of the foot of the 
field line, but it is not a sufficient condition. The act:lvity associated 
with the indivadual auroral forms did not appear to be correlated in any 
simple way with the variations in the trapped electron fluxes. Furthermore, 
the variations of the trapped electron fluxes which were interpreted as 
drift:lng plasma clOUds from previous substorm activity did not necessarily 
produce increased E.uroral activity. This suggests that at the time of 
injection of new plasma into the region of ATS-5 there is significant pitch 
angle d:lffusion into the loss cone, consistent with the observations of 
Sharp et al. (1975). On the otherhand, the pitch angle diffusion wi thin 
the dr:lfting plasma clouds appears to be much wealrer. 'fhis is also sU3Gestcd 
by the long lifetimes of the pla-sma clouds (DeForest and McIlvrain, 1971). 
The fa:llure to discover a detailed correlation bebreen the ATS-5 
trapped fluxes and the individual auroral forms suggests that individual 
forms rr.a:y be generated at low altitude by some mechanism :lnvolving the fur-
ther energization of particles in the loss cone. Perhaps too much empl1a.sis 
has been placed on the observation and interpretation of intense visible 
auroral displays as being important in magnetospheric sub storm proeesses 
s:lnee they may.well be the result of lm{ altitude phenomena involving only 
a fraction of the particles. 
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APPENDIX I 
The Digitization of All Sky Camera Pictures 
In order to facilitate the comparison of all s1", camera pictures with 
other forms of time series data it .vas felt desirable to generate a time 
history plot from the ASCA data. The advantages of this type of presentation 
which complement the conventional photographic presentation are self-evident. 
In th:is techn:igae} the all sky camera frames were :illwninated by a 
uniform light source. A TV camera using a s:ilicon vid:icon Was used to v:iew 
the frame under examination, The v:ideo signal generated by this camera was 
d:igit~zed 256 samples per 'IN l:ine for 10 selected TV l:ines per frame and was 
wr:itten.:in a digital form on an :incremental tape recorder. Calibration reference 
j"rames were also recorded with· zero transmission through the frame and w:ith 
known transmission •. These reference frames Were used for calculating the per-
centage transmission of the all sky camera picture at appropriate points. The 
ten equallY spaced lines were digitized W:itll 6-bit resolution (6~ level grey-scale 
quantization). The lines ,rere :in the north-south direction. Seven points on 
each line were selected for the tin:e histor:' plots. 
A computer generated plot of a digitized all sky camera frame is shmm 
on F:igure Al. The curves represent the 256 :intensity po:ints ta1<en along each 
line. The small c:ircles represent the pos:i tions of the po:ints ,·rh:ich were 
selected for time history plots. Actually, four adjacent samples were averaged 
for each of the selected po:ints. 
l~} 
In.· the 
16 and lS} 
presentat:ion of the time h:istory plots} such as Fi~e6 5, 8} 
. 
the average :intensit:ies for the seven selected points are 
plotted} one above the other • The t:ime plot nearest to the bottom represents 
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the most (south) equatorward point. on the frame and the time plot. nearest 
to the top represents the most (nort.h) pole,rard point. The generation of 
these time histo;ry plots make it possible to direct.ly compal'e t.he ASCA 
i 
data with other time varying phenomena such as t.he particle fluxes and magneto-
grams and thus make more definitive statements about their correlations. 
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APPENDIX C 
ATS-5 observati on~ of pl asma sheet pal'ti cles 
before the expansion-phase onset. 
K. Fujii, A. Nishida 
Institute of Space and Ael'onautical Science 
University fo Tokyo 
Komaba, Tokyo .153 
Japan 
R.D. Sharp and E.G. Shelley 
Lockheed Palo Alto Reseal'cil Labol'atol'Y 
Palo Alto, Calif. 94304 
USA 
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I Ahstnct 
Behaviour o£ the plasma sheet around its eartln·}ard edge cJUl:il1g substorrns 
is examined hy using high resolution (every 2.6 sec) measurements of 
proton and electwn fluxes by A'1'S-5. In the injection region near midnight 
the flux increase at the expansion-phase onset tends to lag behind the 
onset of the 10H-latitude positive bay by several minutes. Depending upon 
the case, before the abovQ. increase (1) the. £ lux s tOy!3 n t a cons tan t level, 
(2) it gradually increases for some tens of minutes, or (3) it briefly 
drops to a 1m. level. Difference in the position of the satellite relative 
to the earth"ard edge and to the high-latitud" boundary of the plasma sheet 
is suggested as a cause of the above difference in flu=< variations during 
the gro"th phase. 
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§ 1. Introduction 
One. of the characteristic features of the mn!;netosphcric substcn:m is 
the enhancement in the population of energetic particles in the masneto-
sphere. Some of these particles emerge in the high-latitude ionosphere 
and produce the au~oral substorm, \vh:Lle some other.s arc injected into t11c 
inner magnetosphere and fced the radia tion bal ta. Pas t observa tions on 
board the ATS satellites have shmoo that the synchronous orbit at L " 6.6 
near midnight is an ideal loc:ation for monitoring the inflow of these eu-
ergetic: pacticles from the magnetotail to the cadiation belts. Detailed 
studies have shmvll that particles arc injected first in the. slightly pre-
midnight region and then drift tm,ard the dayside follOl,ing an adiabatic: 
trajec:tory (DeForest and Nc:Il1,ain, 1971; Hc:Ilwain, 1974). 
Interest l}as naturally been attrac:ted to the problem' of hOI, these 
energetic: particles are produc:ed in the magnetotail.. Coordinated observa-
tions of the p"rticle and field environment beyond'" 10 Re in the'magne-
totai1 hav'e recently confirmed tllat the magnetic field Teconnection that 
takes place at the dis lance of somewhere around 15 Re. is the essen tial 
p.rocess that provides eaergy to the subs tonn expansion phose (Nishida and 
Nagayama, 1973; HcPherJ:on et aI, 1973). The onset of the expansion phase 
is signified on the ground by, among other thil,gS, the appearance. of the 
lOI,,-latitude positive ba:' (Iijima and Nagata, 1972), The comparison of 
A'fS particle observations with ground magnetof;rulTIs bns shot'lll thot the en-
hancement of theerw,rgetic p,"rtic'_e flux is fl-equently ooserved "hen the 
exp3nsion phase signature. is regis·tcreJ on tlle ground (Kam1.cle unel Ncllwain,. 
1974) . 
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'l'hG onset or 1:cconncction tends tn he pn'c(~tled hy n grnc1l1ill dcfornmtiol1 
of the magneto tall in "hich field lines arc RtretcllC!d further and the milg-
netic ene.rgy content is increased (Nishida find NngnYllma, 1973; HcPherron 
et aI, 1973; Naeza"a, 1975). The purp?se of this pnper is to examine. the 
,. 
behaviour of energetic particles at the synchronous orbit during this phase, 
i.e. the grOivth phase, of substorms. Points of intere.st include \ ... l)(~thcr or 
not appreciable injection of cnersetic particle.s occurs prior to the cx-
pansion phase and hOI' the deformation of the magnetic field affects the 
particle population observed Tela tively deep in the! \lIugnc tosphere. lVe shall 
find cases of flux increases like those reported by Shelley ct a1. (1971) 
and also see cases of flux de!creases as reporl:ed by llogo'tt and t·loze,- (1973). 
The observation of the flux increase directly associated \dth the expansion-
phase onset usually lags behind the ground signature. 
Data utilized in the presen t analysis are ob tained by Lockheed particle 
detectors on ATS-5 which survey electrons in the energy range of 0.65 to 
"3 keV and protons in the energy range of 5 to > 38 keV. In most channe.ls 
sampling is made t"ice in each 5 .12 sec. A detailed descrip tion of the 
instrument is given in Reed et a1. (1969). Table 1 summarizes the energy 
range of the detectors used in this study and Table 2 con tains the geo-
magnetic coordil1ates 'of the ground geomLlgnetic obset"vatories i.Vhose data arc 
reproduced. Reference is also made to the interplanetary magnetic fie.ld 
observations by Explorer 33 and 35. 
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§ 2. Flux cl1hanc~11lent [Iftcr the CY..IH1t1sion-ph;we Ol1snt 
Before proceeding to examine the complex bc1wvi.our of t1", plasma flu
x 
occasionally seen before the subs ~onn ,expansion phase, He shall look at a 
couple of relatively simple cases. Figure 1 sho"s the records of el
ectron 
(EA through ED) and proton (l'A through PC) fluxes and of the nort\",m:d 
component B of the magnetic field observed at: ATS-5 i.n association 'w
ith a 
z 
substorm event "hose ground signatures are exemplified by lo,,-latitud
e 
(Dallas) and auroral-zone (Fort Churchill) magnetograms obtained near mid-
night. At the onset of the expansion phase indicated by vertical lin
es. the 
ATS-5 "as near the'" 23 LT meridian. This substorm I;as an isolated e
vent 
that follOl,ed a quiet interval with Kp of 1-,10. 
It is readily seen from Figure 1 that partJcle fluxes in all the cha
n-
nels started to inc.rease. after the onse.t of the e:-:pansion phase \\las n
oted 
on the ground. The high resolution records reproduced in Figure 2 s
trengh-
en this observation. The delay of the flux enhm1cement relative to 
the 
expansion-phase onset is about 7 minutes for all the electron channe
ls, 
about 4 ",i,1Utes for the 101·rest-energy proton channel (PA), and about 10 
minutes for the. other two proton channels. the maf.!.ne tic field B 
, on the 
.... 
z· 
other hand J started to increase nearly simultaneously \Vith 
the ground ob-
sarvation of the expmlsion-phase onset. Thus in the prese.nt cuse th
e 
arrival of the 1 '" 30 kcV range plasmi1 at the synchronous orbit 1"Iear 
mid-
night is appreciably delayed from tbe chang" in the magnetic configu
ration 
of the nightside .magnetosphere!. Since there is little energy dispcrs
ioll in 
the arrival-time of electrons, the longitudinal drift of particles fr
om 
the "injection region" located far from the point of observation obviously 
cannot explain the observed time delay. 
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The noxt CVilllt, Figures 3 nnrl ~, rcprcscills nll rxnmll1~ of yci~tively 
simple behaviour of the plasma fluxes observed on the evening side around 19 
LT. The format of the figures is the same ns before, e"ccpt that magnGtn-
gr~ms from Sal1 Juan anci Narssncssunq al;e used to rcprescn t the nl-Qund 51g-
nature of substorlUs near mir.!night. The record of the solar ec1iptic luti-
tude of thG inteJ:planetary magnetic field observC!d by I'xplo1"er 35 is also 
displayed. The Kp index for the last l\.!O 3-hour intervuls o[ the pr~vious 
day (October 11) "as 2- , 20. At ;.his 10CDl time the delay o[ the clecl:ron 
increase is large ( :: 20 minutes) and cnGrgy dcpGndent, and it is probably 
.dUG largely to thG longitudinal drift from the injection rGgion. The dGlay 
of the proton incrGase, On tlw other hand, is only about 3 minutGs and re-
latively inse.nsitive to energy. The dc.p]~ession in B
z 
begins neat-I), 8il11u1-
taucously "'ith the proton flux enhancement. Thus in the. present CGse pro-
tons are injected and the magnetic field is disturbed on the evening side 
at the synchronous orbit a few minutes after the onset of the Gxpo.nsion-
phase is observed in the l1enr-midnight region. 
He have compared the high resolution data of the AT8-5 particle de-
tector around midnight Hith ground rnagnetograms on 12 clays in September and 
October, 1969. In all cases "here. the signature of the expansion-phase 
onset is observed in the Imv-latitude mngnetogl"runs, there is a flux incrcnse 
that SeemS to be dire.ctly associatecl Hi th it, although the flux vnriations 
in the interval preceding the onset differ from c.c;u~e to cnse as \18 shall 
see. later. The onset time of such a flux increase is almost alHays found 
to be luter than the time of the ground signatur.e, including those near-
midnight cases \.]hQrc ctl~rgy clispcTsion is nearly n11sent. 
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§ 3. Injection of low-energy particles bc[ore the expiHu;ion-phnsc onst~t 
In the case of the subs tonI! cve.~l t pl~CSCIl (cd in FJ gllrc.>s 5 jl1ld 6, the 
magnetic sign.atures observed lJoth on the ground {Il1ci at ATS-5 ncCl'( the micl-
night meridian are almost the sallie as those ohscrvecl earlier for th
e simple 
events in J?igures 1 Clnd 2; There is n \olcJ.l-cl(~1-1118cl :.lul"orul-zol1e negative 
bay, a Im'l-latitude positive bay, and a B increase ut ArS-5. 2 
(Kp [or the 
previous intervals is 30, 2- ,.) Hm'lever, an important dibtinction is noted 
in the response of tbe electron fluxes to this RuLstonn. Hhi.le in 
the 
previous case the electron' flux in each of the fOUl: channels s tnrte
d to 
increase \~~all af tar the 8.xpnnsion-phasc ouse t, in the pres en t CDse the en-
hancernent is re.gistered in the tHO Im·,-ene.rgy electron ch.annels (detecting 
electrons in the energy range of 0.65 to 1.9 IwV and 1.8 to 5. I, keY 
res-
pe.ctivcly) about 15 minutes before the c.xf'nns"i.on-phas(~ onset. Fl-Olll the 
high resolution data of Figure 6 it can be seen that the mean cner[~y of 
electrons increased gr.aduCllly during this int(~rval, but the flux obse
rved 
in the highest energy channel ED (observing electrons in tlie range of 17 
to 53 keY) did no t rise dbov" background un til the onse t of the expansion 
phase. 
At the expansion-phase onset a flll~: cnhallcemen t is observed in nIl 
the electr.on and proton chonneis except the:' lOt.JPSt-CllG.l."gy electl"on chann
el 
EA. 111e magnetic field B also rose sligh tly. A greater increase 
in the 
z 
plasma flux' is observed, hO\vC.\l\:!X, about 4 minutes later j.n coincid':nce Hith 
the. sharp increase :i n n. At this time the [lux enhntlcemen t is more s r c;-
-
z 
nificant in the highcr ct)crg; channels and the f luxes in the lm\les t-cnergy 
c.hannels FA and EA are eve.n reduced. Thus in con tras t to the pre.-c:
.:pansion 
enhancement ioIhich is charac.terizc{ by a .1mV' mean elec.tron energy « 5 
-6-
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keV) , the pos t-expansion enhancement has a harder spectrum and the mean 
energy shifts to a higher level. 
.Anothel~ example of a pre-expansi'on enhancement ts given in Figures 7 
and 8. ATS-S "as again in the near-midnight ( '" 23 LT) reg:lon at the onset 
of a small expansion phase ·as seen in }"'igure 7. Kp in. the prcc8.cling in te.r-
vals is 0+ , 1-. The enhancement in the electron flux started about
 20 
minutes berore the expansion-phase emset and th,e mean energy rose gra
dually 
although the ED <:hm1nel ramained unaffected. Then, in conjunction "il:h the 
onset of the expansi.on phase the flux levels in the high energy chan
nels 
EC, ED and PC rose, "hi1e t:he 1m'-energy fluxes in EA, Ell and PA Here
 little 
affected. - 111e8e are ess.cnti.;1,.lly the same features as observed in the
 pre-
vious example. Tl,,, only difference is that the increase in llz does n
ot 
accompany th-:. enh,mcemenl: of energeldc particles at the expansion-pha
se 
onset and a signific'ant B enltancemant is observed about 20 11linutes l
ater. 
z 
Nore examples of this kind can b", found in previous Jluh1ica tioi1!,; of S
helJ.C'y 
et al. (1971) and Nende et al. (1972). 
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§ 4. Depre.ssion in particl(~ flux before the 10(;01 onset of the expansion 
phase 
In the event starting Erom ~, 0912 October 2 1969 ~bLJ\'l11 in Figures 9 and 
10 a depression in the plasma flux is clearly recorded j.n association with 
the substorm. This event followed a period of high activity ,·lith Kp 
of l,o 
and 5-. The starting times of the severe decrease aile! the subsequent re
-
covery of the flux are nearly the same for all energy channels of bo
th 
particle species) and the s tD rt of the B incTcase is roughly co:i.ncidcn t z 
with the ~,tart of the Elux recovery. Since the enhancement in the plasma
 
flux has been found to follOl" the expansion-phase onse t on the ground
 ill 
the majority of the events, He interpret this recovery of the. flux to be a 
feature that is associated '·,ith the onset of the expansion phase. A
 slight-
ly longer delay ( '" 12 minutes) of the flux increase from the ground sig-
nature for the present· event as compared to otheT cases is probably 
related 
to the ATS-S location in the post-midnight sector at '" 02 1.'1'; the ex
pansion-
phase onset time is determined in this case by the evening sieJe data
 (Guam 
and 11"nolulu) "here the low-latitude positive bay is .first recorded. The 
eJepression in the plasma flu,; las dng 1:or '" 5 minutes is. then int"rpre
ted 
to be the feature that pr",cedes the local onset of the e;xpansion pha
se. 
Another ",;ample "hich is l'robably of a type similar to the previous 
one is the 0607 September 15, 1969 event presented in Figures 11 and 
12. 
In this case,- "hich also folloi.,ed an interval of high Kp (i.o, 4-), the 
sharp rise in flux, \vhich is obs·erved in a:\l chaonels to start abotl-t 
4 
minutes 2'fteT the· ~xPflnsiol1-ph.ase onse t ~ is pTec~t1cd 11)1 a r.rndual decrens e 
that lasts for rv 15 minutes from '\. 0550. Although gradual flux decl-e
ases 
may generally he attribulc.c1 to a mere c1c.c--·y fl"Om a highel~ level produced 
-s-
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by the earlier injection, the fact that th" flux deere aBe start"d, or the 
rate. of the decrease became higher )nec:rrly simultaneollsly for both species 
in illl channels malces decay due to. a dEiE t TIle Lion out of the inj ec tion re-
gion un tenable as an exp.lana tion. For flux decrease.s as observe.d on October 
2 and September 15 a mechanism must be operative that affects the entire 
particle population in the 1 '" 100 keY range. 
In the cases >Ihere the flux prior to tee advent of the subs,torm event 
concerned is at an enhanced level characteristic of the plasm'l- sheet, the 
flux enhancement at the expansion phase onset is very frequently preceded 
by a flax depression. Reflecting, probablJ, the fact that the earthward 
edge of the proton plasma sheet is located closer to the Earth than that of 
the electron plasma sheet (Frank, 1967; Schield and Frank, 1970j, the fre-
'quency with >Ihich protons are Seen at these enbanced levels is higber than 
that of electrons at the synchronons orbit on the nightside. Hence, the 
chances of observing the flnx depression prior to the expansion-:>hase ons,et 
is higher for protons, and cases of proton flnx depressions lasting for ~ 1 
honr or more can he fonnd in the, events presented ,in Fignres 5, 9 (third 
event), and 11 (both events). It is noted that the Otlset time of the proton 
flnx depression ioJ the October 18 event (Figure 5) depends little on energy, 
and some of these depressions may also be due to processes other than 
escape by azimuthal drift. 
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H 5. Dis CUtiS ion 
At the onset of the exp3nsion phase "hen the neutral line is formed in 
the near-tail region, field lines and associated plasma eartlmarcl of the 
.neutral line swings back tOl,ard the Earth (Nishida 3nd Nagayama, 1973). The 
in teosification of the plasma flu;; that is observed shortly after the 8xpan-
sion-phas8 onset is lik8ly to be clu8 to this motion of the plasma· sheet. lit 
th8 same Illomeo t the poleHard motion of th8 aU1:oral arc is usually observed 
at ionospheric heights, but this pole"ard motioo is probably r81ated to the 
process that takes place far beyond the eart\mard edge of the plasma sheet, 
since the difuuse aurora, ,,,bich is considered to be the pn)jectic)O of the 
plasma sheet, occupies a "vide latitudinal range (~qu:tton.Jart1 of the discrete 
aUTora (Lui et al" 1975). 
The flux increase directly associated with the expansion-phase ons8t 
tends 1:0 occur after th8 firs t de te ction of the expansion-phas8 signature 
"0 the ground. lis can be seen in Figures 2, 6, 8 and 12, this applies to 
flux increases that are observed n?ar midnight in the injection region "here 
the times of the flux increases depenc\ li ttle on eoe'"gy. If ,,'e take five 
minutes as a typical value of the till1(, lag, the distance tra~eled by those 
particles constitutil1g the front of the above flu~: :Lncrease is giVC!l; by 
3 x 105 E/B lem wher8 II is in mV 1m and B is in gmnn"'s. I·lith typical values 
of II 'V 1 mV/m and B 'V 60 y, this gives 5 x 103 km ~ 0.8 RE. Thus the hot 
plasma reaching the synchronous altitude at the exp.:msion-phase onset ap-
pears to come from a re.latively close v:i.cinit-y rather than from the neutral 
line formecl at the cl~stmlce of ~~ -5 IlJ~ he ;nnd the synchronous altitude. 
l1etattan and Fe'rmi type arcclcrat,intls' 8.ssociatcd \·Jith the. cont:ract:Lon .of 
the nightsid.c mClgn8tic field lil'C~ ~'JOlJld be principnl mechanisms f01- l)l~oduc.-
-10-
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illg the surge of the hot plasm". That incrC!as('s ill [lIlX and fiel' (ll ) do 
~ 
not al\.,rays QCCU-C together at the. .syncill-onous altitude eml be undcrl::itood 
because the field variations can travel ias tel' and sprend more Hidely as 
waves. than the particle streaming. 
As suggested by Shelley at a1. (1971) the enhancement of low-energy 
electrons, probal)ly ·0£ plasmn shec t origin, prior to the expansion-plHls,": 
onset could also be clue to the e~l1·tll\v,::n~d displaccmc'llt of the im .... nrtl cugc 
of the plasma sheet. The rlaHo-to-ciusk electric field that causes the eartb-
<lard drift of the nightsicle magnetospheric plasma has been found to in-
crease during the gro"th phase of substorms (!-Iozer, 1971). The origin of 
this electric field lie.s in the totcl-action process at the IllDp,netopause. 
Nevertheless, some conditions have to be satisfied for the flux increase to 
occur at the synchronous altitude. As field lines are stretched a',ay during 
the groHth phase a dusk-to-daHo electric field is generated in the tail. 
The strength of this reverse electric field must be less than that of the 
d;ltm-to-dusk electric field at the inHard edge of the pJ.nsmil sh""t; other-
'wj,se, the entire plaslflLl sh8.12 t '-}QuId move Cltv:JY f'rolll the earth follmviug the 
. .1 
5 tre tching of the tail field lines. Also, the imwrd edge mus t be originally 
located close enough to the synchronous altitude. If particles starC"d 
their inHard motion from too great a radial di.<:;tc::mce~ they would b8 energized 
on the \vay in by the conservation of the firs t t\\lO' inv[1t'inn ts, and could be 
forced to drif~ sidet·Jays across gr£1d Iii bt2fo1:rj rcaclling the synchronous fd-
titude. The imposition of the these conditions could be the l~I?ElSOn \-.7hy the 
pre-expansion inere'use of the. electron flux is not ~\oJays observed. 
As [ot the flux decrease preced'ing the expansion phase, JJogott and 
Nozer (1973) £oL':Jd nUmeL.'us cases of the same kind in their 30 - 300 keY 
electron observation on ATS-S. Since the energy range o£ their detector 
-J.l-
I J I 
corxe;;ponc1s to radiatioi1 helt ele
ctrons, tll(!Y suggested the :i.nhTarc1 motion 
of the trapping boundary as the ex
planation. Such an int.·lard motion \oJoul
d 
indeed occur for trapped particles
 "hose trajectories are govc,'oed by the 
VB x 13 drift, since the s tre tching
.of the field lines l"acls to n redu
c tion 
of the magnetic field stre.ngth in 
the nigbtside, inncr mngnetosphcrc
 and 
to a shrinkage. of the dri.ft shell
s during the growth llhnsc. \lm\'lJ:vcJ
~, Out' 
present obsel·vations rcvcal that 
a flux decrcnsc OCClll"S nls() for ve1~y 1m>1-
energy particles 'Hhich are TI1DS t lik
ely to belong to the plasma shcc t 
\vho~e 
distribution is centered outside th
e synchronous altitude. Since at 
lm< 
energies the 2B x.l!. drift speed is relatively sma
ll and the electric field 
is the· dominant facto·, that govern
s the drift motion, the decrease i
n the 
10l<-energy particle flux has 1:0 he
 caused hy electric field variatio
ns. A 
possihility that mus t he considered
 is t1,at the 10l<-energy plasma is 
trans-
ported m<ay from the earth by the 
stretc.hing field lines. For this 
J:() 1,e 
the case it is requ·ired that the du
sk-to-dm'll1 electric field associat
ed "ith 
the stretching of field lines is st
Tonger, evcn at the syncilronous .. d
.ti.tuelu, 
than the dawn-to-dusk electric fiel
d produced by the j.l1 teraction proc
ess 
working at the magnetopausB. Ano
ther possihility is t11at 1:he flux 
decrease 
is due to a thinn:Lng ()f the \'lnsma sheet a
s described hy Hones et a1. (1973). 
The ATS-S satellite at 105
0 H 10n8itudc is approximately 100 a
bove the geo-
magne.tic equa tor so that a Sh;:ll~P recuc
 tinn in the \·1idth of Lhe plasma sh
ee t 
at 6.6 l'E cOll.ld hring the satellite
 close to tlle houndary ,·7itoh the up
pe·r 
lobe of the. tail. The .idea that p
lasma sbeet thinnjng occurs during the 
gro\.Jth phase at tbn radial distance a
s deep as L rv 8 has also b:;en sug
gested 
hy Kivelson lOt a1. (1973) and 1lucle et al. 
(1973). 
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If the depression in the proton [lux observed on October 18 (Fig1Jre 5) 
,is not ent'lrely due to the loss by the azimuthnl rJdft but to the p
rocess 
sought abov~, the first possihility, namely the onti-cnrthwtlrc) motion or the 
plasma, h.as to, be elilninated since the 10\.;-encrgy electl",ons are being
 inten-
si£iecl at the same time Hhcn the prolon fluz is dCpl.-C'Hsed prjo,- to the cx-
pansion-phasu. onset. The seee-nel possibility> namely the lhinning of
 the 
plasma shce t, \voulcl 'not con tradict the observD tion, hOHever, as tIle pr
o ton 
flux does not drop to the background level; the satellite could be 
located 
inside the thinning but eartlward-extending plasma sheet. 
-13-
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TABLE 1. Energy Rallgus of Detectors 
Channel Name Par tiele Energy 
EA e 0.65 
Ell e 1.8 
EC e 5.9 
Ell e 17.1, 
PA p 
Pll P 
PC P 
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Range, 
- 1.9 
5. I, 
- 17.8 
- 53 
> 5 
> 15 
> 38 
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KeV 
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'fAilLE 2. Geomagnetic Gbscrvoto'ries 
Ceoltlag. In t -L tudl' l~c0mng, 1011(\1 tude I 
1 
Ha'rssarssuaq 71 37 
! 
I 
I 
Fort Churchill 69 323 ! 
Sitka 60 275 
~ 
~ 
Dallas -43 328 i , 
San Juan 30 3 
j 
1 
Honolulu 21 266 
Guam /, 213 
. , 
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L Particle and field observations by ATS-5 dudng " SIJbSlorm event.
 
l,El!'T PANEL: electron flux. 
HIDDLE PANEl,: proton flux. 
RIGUT PANEL: north",,,rd component o[ the magnetic field, 'md grouud 
magnctogrnm d:;lta fOl" Te.[crenco. 
The onset time of the Dxpnl1sion pilase is dcl:crrnincd by the nip,ht:-ti
m0, 
Im1-latitude positive bay and is itldicated by vertic.al dashed lineS.
 
2. High resolution data pl.ot con'csponding to the cven t of Ficure 1
. 
HedgC!- marks emphasi~C? onsets of proton el1i1ancemen ts. 
3. ATS-:' particl.e and [le1d data similar to FigulCe 1. Shadinl.\s indicate 
the interval in 11hich ATS-5 "'as in the Earth's shadm;. Interplanetar
y 
maglle tiC. field da tn (solar magne tospheri c 1a ti tudina1 an(,le) are 
given "t bottom, right. 
4. High resolution data plot corresponding to F: gure 3. 
5. ATS-5 particle and field obscrvations and re["rence. cl;;ta. Similar to 
Figure 3. 
6. High resolution data plot corresponding to Figure 5. 
7. Similar to Figure 5. 
S. High resolution dnta plot corresponding to Figure 7. 
9. ATS-5 particle and field observatLons for n sCI-ics of substonn (>vept,s. 
The se.cond event is chosen for exalllinritioll in the text. 
10. High resolution dataplo': correspondi1lg to the s0cond eVl!nt of F
igure 9. 
11. Similar to Ficure 9. 
12. l1igh resolution data plot corresponding to the second event o[ Figure 11. 
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APPENDIX D 
A COMPREHENSIVE STUDY OF SUBSTORM SEQUENCES 
ON SEPTEMBER 8, 1969 . 
G. Rostoker, S.-I. Akasofu, H. Fukunishi, E. W. Hones, Jr., 
L. J. Lanzerotti, C. G. Maclennan, R. L. McPherron, 
R. D. Sharp, and R. G. Wiens 
ABSTRACT 
Recent studies of magnetospheric substorms have yielded the fact that 
their macrostructure involves quasi-periodic intensifications of elec-
trojet strength with each intensification being the signature of the 
creation of a nel1 element of the electrojet. In general, it is found 
that each new elemept lies to the north and west of the preceding one. 
A series of snch intensifications terminated by the creation of the 
most we'sterly current element will be termed a sub&torm sequence. The 
significance of the terms "magentospheric sub storm" and "polar magnetic 
or auroral substorm" will be discussed in the context of this morphology. 
Particle and field responses measured in the ionosphere and magneto-
. sphere during the course of magnetospheric sub storms are found to be 
highly complex, with various signatures being observed which appear to 
be a function of local (magnetic) time and the position of the monitor-
ing satellite ,lith respect to the field lines on I-lhich the disturbance 
is taking place. For the most part, substorm signatures in space have 
been studied using different suites of sub storm data for each relevant 
satellite, with multiple satellite studies of a single event being rare. 
In this study, we present a detailed analysi~ of a series of sub storm 
sequences which occurred during the first half of the UT d:ay September 8, 
1969. Ground-based magnetometer data consisted of the normal magneto-
grams from the worldwide network supplemented by data from the Univers-
ity of Alberta station and from the Tungsten observatory operated by 
UCLA. All-slty camera data were available from some Canadian and Alaskan 
high-latitude' observatories. Interplanetary solar 11ind and magnetic 
field data 11ere recorded by the Explorer 35 satellite, while magneto-
tail parti cle data ,lere supplied by the VELA satellite and the magnetic 
field by the OGO~5 satellite. Information at synchronous orbit was 
provided by the ATS-l and ATS-5 geostationary satellites and consisted 
of magnetometer aad energetic particle data. 
Ground-based magnetograms we"'e used to define the times of substorm in~ 
tensifications and the various particle and magnetic field variations at 
each satellite were coordinated in the framework of the gro,md-based 
observations. In the magnetotail it is found that the plasma sheet 
responds very sensitively to substorm intensifications, with signatures 
being noticeable in terms of thinning and thickening as well as changes 
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in the hardness of the energy spectrLlm. At synchronous orbit, the in-jections, modulations and drifts of the electron and proton fluxes are 
discussed with reference to the "position of the satellite with respect 
to the longitudinal extent of the substorm disturbed region. 
The study presented in this paper will conclusively demonstrate the 
importance of knowing the position of both satellites and ground-based 
observatories with respect to the sub storm disturbed region of the mag-
netosphere if one is to properly interpret the various signatures of 
the particles and fields during the various phases of magnetosphere 
storm and substorm activity. 
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APPENDIX E 
SIMULTANEOUS OBSERVATIONS OF Sl~ICHRONOUS-ALTITUDE 
PARTICLE FLUXES AND THE AURORAL ELECTROJET 
R. D. Sharp, E. G. Shelley, and G. RostoJcer 
ABSTRACT 
The magnetospheric substorm at 0700 UT on September 1, 1970 is illus-
trative of a technique which can be utilized to map geomagnetic field 
lines from the ionosphere to the' equatorial synchronous orbit at 6.7 
RE • Simultaneous data from tbe University of Alberta magnetometer 
cbain and the Loclcheed auroral particle' spectrometer on ATS-5 provide 
the basis for this type of study. The' expansive pbase of the substorm 
in question \'laS initiated at levi latitudes and no Simultaneous effects 
vlere observed at ATS-5. A typical polm;ard expansion of the electrojet 
followed, with a sudden increase in the particle fluxes and magnetic 
field at ATS-5 occllrriug as the northern border of the electrojet 
reached 660 :: 1/20 • The lack of time dispersion in the onset of the 
observed responses in the various energy electron channels demonstrates 
that this was not a longitudinally drifting plasma cloud intercepting 
the satellite. It is interpreted as a poleward propagatingdistllrbance 
'wbose high-latitude edge maps to the location of the northe~'n border of 
the electrojet. Having established the ground station corresponding to 
the location of tbe ATS-5 field line at this point in the sub storm, the 
temporal variation of the electrojet at this location \;as compared with 
the particle and magnetic field measurements at synchronoDs altitude. 
For about a ten-minute period, associated with the flux inc,~ease at 
ATS-5, there ,/as an apparent correspondence between the amplitude of 
the electrojet, the electron energy flux at ATS-5, and the rate of re-
configuration of the geomagnetic field in tbe magnetotail, as measln~ed 
by tbe variation of the inclination of this field at ATS-5. Additional 
examples of this type of corresponcence have been discovered in other 
events. A possible interpretation of these results vlill be explored in 
terms of a: quasistatic convection electric field leading to electrojet 
polarization and a COHling current t Hhose amplitude is controlled by 
tbe degree of ionospheric conductivit.' established by the precipitating 
auroral electrons. 
t" ·t· F "'v" d C l;OJ:'onJ. 1, . ., an . . 
jet," ,T. Geopbys. Res., 
F. Kennel, "Polarization of tbe Auroral Electro-
77, No. 16, 2835, 1972. 
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